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Abstract

Cognitive control is accompanied by observable negative affect. But how is this negative affect experienced

subjectively, and are these feelings related to variation in cognitive control? To address these questions, 42

participants performed a punished inhibitory control task while periodically reporting their subjective experience. We

found that within-subject variation in subjective experience predicted control implementation, but not neural

monitoring (i.e., the error-related negativity, ERN). Specifically, anxiety and frustration predicted increased and

decreased response caution, respectively, while hopelessness accompanied reduced inhibitory control, and subjective

effort coincided with the increased ability to inhibit prepotent responses. Clarifying the nature of these

phenomenological results, the effects of frustration, effort, and hopelessness—but not anxiety—were statistically

independent from the punishment manipulation. Conversely, while the ERN was increased by punishment, the lack of

association between this component and phenomenology suggests that early monitoring signals might precede the

development of control-related subjective experience. Our results indicate that the types of feelings experienced during

cognitively demanding tasks are related to different aspects of controlled performance, critically suggesting that the

relationship between emotion and cognitive control extends beyond the dimension of valence.
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During effortful situations, such as driving at rush hour, playing a

musical instrument, or competing in sports, we often attempt to

remain calm, believing that retaining composure facilitates focus on

the task at hand. Emotional experiences, however, can and do arise

during effortful performance. We might feel anxiety during a musi-

cal recital, frustration when we miss our highway exit, or hopeless-

ness when competing against a stronger opponent in sports. But

how do these apparently unsolicited feelings relate to performance?

Do certain experiences coincide with successful goal-directed

actions, while other feelings co-occur with less goal-conducive

behaviors? Here, we investigated these questions, asking what feel-

ings accompany effective and ineffective cognitive control.

Negative Affect and Cognitive Control

Cognitive control comprises multiple processes (e.g., goal setting,

monitoring, inhibition) that facilitate goal attainment, particularly in

challenging circumstances (Banich, 2009; Braver, 2012; Miyake

et al., 2000). Several theories have aimed to account for variation in

cognitive control, with prevalent models emphasizing computa-

tional mechanisms, such as conflict monitoring (Botvinick, Braver,

Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001) or outcome evaluation (Holroyd &

Coles, 2002). In parallel to these cognitive neuroscience accounts,

affective science has revealed that goal conflicts (e.g., response con-

flict, errors) are emotive, triggering negative evaluations (Aarts, De

Houwer, & Pourtois, 2013; Dreisbach & Fischer, 2012) and wide-

spread peripheral nervous system activation (e.g., Critchley, Tang,

Glaser, Butterworth, & Dolan, 2005; Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons,

2003; Lindstr€om, Mattsson-Mårn, Golkar, & Olsson, 2013). Addi-

tionally, the neural substrates of control and emotion overlap sub-

stantially, particularly in medial prefrontal structures such as the

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Koban & Pourtois, 2014; Shack-

man et al., 2011). Consolidating this evidence, it has recently been

suggested that control might resemble an adaptive emotional pro-

cess, where the negative experience of conflict motivates the instan-

tiation of control (Inzlicht, Bartholow, & Hirsh, 2015).

Besides valence judgments, peripheral arousal, and characteris-

tic neural activations, emotional episodes are also associated with a

range of subjective feelings, such as anxiety, anger, or happiness

(Barrett, Mesquita, Ochsner, & Gross, 2007). Consequently, if cog-

nitive control is closely aligned with emotional processing (cf.

Inzlicht et al., 2015), the obvious question arises: What does cogni-

tive control feel like?
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The Phenomenology of Cognitive Control

Phenomenology is principally concerned with the study of subjec-

tive experience (Husserl, 1913/1983), and such investigations have

revealed a remarkable heterogeneity in emotion (Barrett, 2013).

Regarding goal-directed behavior, emotions might be considered

either “helpful” or “harmful” depending on a number of factors,

including duration, intensity, and the appropriateness of the emo-

tion for the current situation (Gross & Jazaieri, 2014). Interestingly,

while considerable evidence suggests that control is aversive, few

investigations have asked what this negative affect actually feels

like.

In one study, participants experienced increased anger when

they made mistakes in a social context (Koban, Corradi-

Dell’Acqua, & Vuilleumier, 2013); however, this data was not

used to predict neural monitoring or cognitive control. In another

phenomenological investigation, elevated anxiety, frustration, and

unpleasantness arose during blocks of an inhibitory control task,

relative to blocks that did not tax inhibitory processes (Spunt, Lie-

berman, Cohen, & Eisenberger, 2012). Furthermore, intraindividual

variation in frustration uniquely predicted fMRI activation in the

same portion of the ACC that was sensitive to errors, providing

preliminary evidence that neural monitoring “feels like frustration”

(pp. 1762).

The Current Study

We expanded on these previous studies by investigating the subjec-

tive correlates of neurophysiological performance monitoring and

cognitive control. At the neural level, we investigated an electro-

physiological correlate of performance monitoring: The error-

related negativity (ERN; Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoorman, &

Blanke, 1991; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993).

The ERN is a negative ERP that peaks at frontocentral electrodes

within 100 ms of errors. While this component has been primarily

accounted for by computational models of control (Holroyd &

Coles, 2002; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004), a number of

recent studies have also suggested that the ERN reflects the nega-

tive valence of errors (e.g., Aarts et al., 2013; Inzlicht & Al-

Khindi, 2012; Wiswede, M€unte, Kr€amer, & R€usseler, 2009).

Extending this work, we tested if the ERN has a specific phe-

nomenology. Given its putative generator in the ACC (Dehaene,

Posner, & Tucker, 1994), it may be hypothesized that the ERN will

track subjective frustration (cf. Spunt et al., 2012). However, sev-

eral factors suggest that an investigation of the ERN may not mir-

ror this earlier result. First, contrasting the fMRI signal, ERPs

instantaneously measure bioelectric activity that arises from the

summed activation of neuronal assemblies. Indeed, as the ERN

unfolds rapidly after mistakes, potentially preceding error aware-

ness (Nieuwenhuis, Ridderinkhof, Blom, Band, & Koch, 2001), it

is unclear if this early signal will be related to subjective experi-

ence. Second, increased ERN amplitudes are consistently associ-

ated with anxious psychopathology and threat sensitivity (e.g.,

Cavanagh & Shackman, 2014; Weinberg, Riesel, & Hajcak, 2012),

proposing that the ERN may increase with subjective anxiety,

rather than frustration. Anhedonia and psychomotor retardation,

conversely, are associated with reduced ERNs (Ruchsow et al.,

2004; Schrijvers et al., 2008), suggesting that related experiences—

such as hopelessness—might accompany diminished monitoring.

In addition to the ERN, we investigated the phenomenology of

inhibitory control. Recent work indicates that performance on

canonical tests of cognitive control (e.g., Stroop and Simon tasks)

improves when contexts promote avoidance motivation (e.g.,

Hengstler, Holland, van Steenbergen, & van Knippenberg, 2014;

Shouppe, De Houwer, Ridderinkhof, & Notebaert, 2012). Thus,

threat-related feelings, such as subjective anxiety (cf. Gray &

McNaughton, 2000), might accompany effective control. It is

unlikely to be true, however, that negative emotions are universally

associated with increased control. Negative feelings of frustration

or anger might underlie uncontrolled, impulsive behaviors, such as

interpersonal aggression (Berkowitz, 1989; Bushman, De Wall,

Pond, & Hanus, 2014), while hopelessness, on the other hand, is

associated with the perceived inability to implement goal-directed

actions (Hadley & MacLeod, 2010). Consequently, it might be

hypothesized that certain negative experiences (e.g., frustration,

hopelessness) will accompany ineffective control.

Thus, negative emotions appear to have a complex relationship

with control. As evidence for this heterogeneity has arisen from

multiple subdisciplines of psychology, each using relatively idio-

syncratic metrics of control (e.g., laboratory protocols, self-report)

and emotion (e.g., dispositional affect, mood inductions), a key

motivation for the current study was to investigate the relation-

ship(s) between emotion and control within a single inhibitory con-

trol paradigm.

Method

Participants

Forty-nine undergraduate students at the University of Toronto

Scarborough participated in return for course credit. Seven partici-

pants were excluded from all analyses due to either technical prob-

lems during the presentation of auditory stimulation (four

participants), too few usable ERP trials (< five) to conduct reliable

ERN analyses (one participant) (cf. Olvet & Hajcak, 2009), or not

correctly following experimental instructions (two participants).

Consequently, the final sample comprised 42 participants

(Mage 5 18.7, SD 5 1.2; 33 females). Participants were informed

that the purpose of the study was to investigate the relationship

between performance and various physiological and psychological

states. At study onset, we determined to run the study until the end

of the semester, or until we had collected usable data from> 40

participants. We conducted no interim hypothesis testing prior to

the conclusion of data collection.

Procedure

Participants performed a speeded inhibitory control task combined

with a variable punishment schedule that was contingent on per-

formance accuracy. The primary motivation for this punishment

manipulation was to create sufficient variation in affect during task

performance to investigate the affective phenomenology of cogni-

tive control. A secondary benefit of this manipulation was the abil-

ity to assess the impact of punishment by a primary reinforcer

(aversive acoustic stimulation) on the behavioral and neurophysio-

logical correlates of control. As such, the reinforcement schedule

employed in the current study (detailed below) closely followed a

recent investigation that reported significant effects of acoustic

punishment (vs. nonpunishment) on both the amplitude of the ERN

and performance on an arrow flanker task (Riesel, Weinberg,

Endrass, Kathmann, & Hajcak, 2012).

Participants were seated in a dimly lit room with a viewing dis-

tance of approximately 80 cm to the screen. The inhibitory control

paradigm consisted of a two-alternative, forced choice task, where
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the target letter M served as the frequent (.8 probability of occur-

rence) and target letter W as the infrequent (.2 probability of occur-

rence) stimuli. Manual responses were recorded using a

millisecond accurate DirectIN keyboard (Empirisoft, New York,

NY), with key assignment in the standard QWERTY format. Par-

ticipants were instructed to make a right finger press on the/key if

they saw an M target and a left finger press on the Z key if they

saw a W target. This asymmetrical ratio of target stimuli was

employed to ensure a prepotent response tendency in favor of the

frequent stimuli. Thus, one benefit of this two-alternative, forced

choice task over more commonly used go/no-go protocols is that a

reaction time (RT) measure can be obtained from the manual

response to the infrequent stimuli (Lindstr€om et al., 2013). Here-

after, the frequent and infrequent stimuli will be referred to as low-

conflict and high-conflict trials, respectively (see Jones, Cho,

Nystrom, Cohen, & Braver, 2002).

Each trial started with a blank screen for 200 ms, followed by

the brief (200 ms) presentation of a target letter in white font on a

black background. The screen then remained blank until response

commission (max: 1,000 ms) followed by a white fixation cross

that was presented for 400 ms before the start of the next trial.

However, if the participant made an error, the screen remained

blank for an additional 1,000 ms after the response, before the

1,000-ms presentation of a high-pitched pure tone (3500 Hz). The

auditory stimuli were presented using Logitech z523 desktop

speakers (Logitech, Fremont, CA) with two desk-level satellite

speakers and one floor-level subwoofer (total power: 40W RMS).

For punished trials, the tone was played at 100 dB (cf. Riesel et al.,

2012), while in the unpunished condition the volume of this tone

was reduced by 60% to produce a faint but clearly audible beep.

Thus, trial timings were identical between punishment levels, while

the aversiveness of the performance-contingent acoustic feedback

was manipulated between conditions (see Figure 1).

Participants first completed 20 practice trials without auditory

stimulation, before moving on to 840 experimental trials. The

experimental trials were further divided into 12 blocks of 70 trials,

separated by self-report questions (detailed below) and a self-paced

rest period. The punishment schedule was manipulated in a block-

wise manner: All participants completed six punished and six

unpunished blocks. Furthermore, punishment level alternated in

groups of three blocks (e.g., punished [Blocks 1–3]; unpunished

[Blocks 4–6]; punished [Blocks 7–9]; unpunished [Blocks 10–12]).

The order of punishment-level was counterbalanced across partici-

pants, and participants were made aware of the type of auditory

stimulation that would be presented before starting each block

type: “During this block you will sometimes be presented with

LOUD [QUIET] sounds.”

Participants reported their subjective experience at the end of

each block, resulting in 12 self-report scores for five phenomeno-

logical measures. Each question asked participants to reflect over

and report their feelings during the previous block of trials. Partici-

pants were first instructed to “please answer the following ques-

tions about your feelings during the block of trials you just did,

using numbers 1–7” (1 5 not at all; 7 5 extremely). Three specific

questions asked participants to report their affective experience:

Anxiety (“How ANXIOUS were you?”), frustration (“How FRUS-

TRATED were you?”), and hopelessness (“How HOPELESS did

you feel?”), while two further questions probed other aspects of

phenomenological experience during performance: boredom

(“How BORED were you?”) and effort (“How HARD did you

try?”). The serial order of question presentation was randomized

within participants and between blocks.

EEG Preprocessing and ERP Analyses

Continuous EEG activity was recorded from 13 Ag/AgCl sintered

electrodes embedded in a stretch Lycra cap. The scalp-electrode

montage consisted of midline and frontolateral electrode sites (Fz,

F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz, Cz, CPz, and Pz), referenced to the average

signal at bilateral earlobes. Vertical electrooculography (VEOG)

was monitored using a supra- to suborbital bipolar montage sur-

rounding the right eye. During recording, impedances were moni-

tored (< 5 KX), and the EEG signal was digitized at 512 Hz using

ASA acquisition hardware (Advanced Neuro Technology,

Enschede, The Netherlands). Offline, the data were band-pass fil-

tered (high-pass: 0.1 Hz; low-pass: 20 Hz) and corrected for eye-

blinks using regression-based procedures (cf. Gratton, Coles, &

Donchin, 1983). Semiautomatic procedures were employed to

detect and reject EEG artifacts using BrainVision Analyzer, v.2.0

(Brain Products, GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The criteria applied

were a voltage step of more than 25 mV between sample points, a

voltage difference of 150 mV within 200-ms intervals, voltages

above 85 mV and below 285 mV, and a maximum voltage differ-

ence of less than 0.05 mV within 100-ms intervals. These intervals

were rejected on an individual channel basis to maximize data

retention.

Peak-to-peak measures were used to gain a baseline independ-

ent operationalization of the ERPs. The ERN and correct-related

negativity (CRN) were defined as the negative maxima 0 to 120 ms

after erroneous and correct responses (respectively), relative to the

most positive potential proceeding the response (2100 to 0 ms).

Data Reduction

In order to assess the effects of self-reported phenomenology on

performance monitoring and cognitive control, the experiment was

partitioned into four subsections, each comprising three consecu-

tive blocks of shared punishment valence (i.e., mean [1st three pun-

ished blocks], mean [1st three unpunished blocks], and so forth).

The rationale for this methodology was to ensure that a sufficient

number of errors contributed to each experimental subsection to

produce reliable ERNs (Olvet & Hajcak, 2009) while also obtain-

ing variable intraindividual measures of experience during per-

formance. Thus, behavioral measures of inhibitory control (RT and

accuracy), subjective self-report measures, and ERPs (ERN, CRN,

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the experimental protocol demonstrat-

ing a hypothetical error trial on both the unpunished (left) and punished

(right) block types.
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and DERN) were calculated for each participant per experimental

quadrant (1st punished, 1st unpunished, 2nd punished, 2nd unpun-

ished). In addition to this traditional ERN analysis, we also con-

ducted an analysis on the difference ERPs (ERN minus CRN),

producing what is often referred to as delta ERN (DERN). Finally,

if participants made< 5 errors in a given quadrant, they were coded

as missing data for the error-related ERPs (ERN and DERN). This

exclusion criterion resulted in approximately 17% missing data for

the ERN cells, with participants contributing on average 11.9 errors

to each ERN or DERN (subsection means ranged from 9.7 to 14.8

errors). Importantly, we used multilevel models for all analyses,

which possess a better ability to handle missing data than standard

repeated measures analyses (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).

Finally, we were interested in assessing the effects of fluctuat-

ing affective experiences that arise during performance on the neu-

rophysiological and behavioral correlates of control. Crucially, this

hypothesis requires a metric of intraindividual variation in phenom-

enology. To this end, we computed a participant-centered score for

each self-report measure by subtracting the average score for each

quadrant from each individual’s mean self-report ratings across the

entire experiment (e.g., person-centered anxiety 5 mean anxiety

[Blocks 1–3] minus mean anxiety [all blocks]).This procedure

allowed us to assess the association between control and within-

participant, state-level phenomenology, while diminishing the

effects of between-participant, trait-level subjective experience.

Statistical Analyses

All analyses were conducted by multilevel modeling (MLM) using

the MIXED function in SPSS (v. 22.0). We first ran a manipulations

check to test if our punishment manipulation caused changes in self-

reported phenomenology. Each self-report item (anxiety, boredom,

effort, frustration, and hopelessness) was analyzed as a function of

punishment level (effect coded: unpunished 5 21, punished 5 1).

Therefore, these MLMs had a two-level structure, accounting for

experimental quadrant (1 5 1st quiet, 2 5 2nd quiet, 3 5 1st loud,

4 5 2nd loud) nested within participant. Unstructured variance was

used to estimate a random intercept for each participant.

For the behavioral data (mean RTs and choice error rates),

MLMs comprised the effects of conflict level (21 5 low conflict,

1 5 high conflict) and punishment (21 5 unpunished,

1 5 punished), as well as the person-centered (quadrant-specific)

scores for each of the five self-report variables. Thus, the behav-

ioral analyses now had a three-level structure due to the inclusion

of conflict level (i.e., conflict level within quadrant within partici-

pant). Initial models included the main effects of conflict level and

each of the person-centered self-report ratings. We also included

all two-way interactions between conflict level and each self-report

measure to test the association between phenomenology and inhibi-

tory control. Initially, we did not include punishment in this model

to assess the influence of experience on control without accounting

for the effects of punishment. Subsequently, we entered the factor

of punishment—modeling the main effect of punishment and the

Punishment 3 Conflict Level interaction—to test the statistical

independence of any observed effects from the influence of the

externally provided punishment schedule. Conflict level was

entered as a repeated measure within each quadrant, with the slope

and intercept of conflict level specified as random at the participant

level using unstructured variance.

Initial ERP analysis used a three-level model that was identical

to the behavioral data, with the exception that the effect of conflict

level was replaced by trial type (i.e., trial type within quadrant

within participant). This trial type variable accounted for the

correct-related (i.e., CRN) and error-related (i.e., ERN) ERPs,

using effect coding (21 5 CRN, 1 5 ERN). Next, as the DERN

reflects the difference between error-related and correct-related

ERPs, the trial-type factor was removed to create a two-level MLM

(i.e., quadrant within participant).

Finally, the principle rationale for splitting the experiment into

quadrants was to facilitate investigating the phenomenology of the

ERN. However, while ERNs cannot be operationalized reliably at

the resolution of the block (see Olvet & Hajcak, 2009), we are able

measure control performance (mean RTs, choice error rates) and

self-reported experience on a per block basis. Thus, to extend the

behavioral analyses, we conducted further MLMs entering each

participant’s behavioral and experiential data at the resolution of

the block (i.e., 12 repeated measures), rather than the aggregate of

three blocks as used in the quadrant-level analysis. This method

allows us to predict behavior from fluctuating online experiences at

the lowest level of temporal resolution available in the current data-

set, potentially detecting effects that arise from more phasic shifts

in affect that were not detected at the quadrant resolution. In this

section, person-centered emotions were calculated by subtracting

the block-specific phenomenology from the mean score for that

measure across the entire experiment. The MLMs used for this

analysis had an identical three-level structure to the prior behav-

ioral analysis, with the exception that the block variable (12

repeated measures) replaced the quadrant variable.

For all analyses, effects were determined to be statistically

robust if the 95% confidence intervals for the given main effect or

interaction did not span zero (Cumming, 2013). Semipartial R 2

(R2
b) is reported as an effect size for each model effect (Edwards,

Muller, Wolfinger, Qaqish, & Schabenberger, 2008).

Results

Manipulations Check

Anxiety ratings were higher during the punished than unpunished

blocks (b 5 21.06, SE 5 0.14, 95% CIs [21.34, 20.79]),

R2
b 5 .32. Similar increases were also found for self-reported frus-

tration (b 5 20.32, SE 5 0.15, 95% CI [20.63, 20.02]), R2
b 5 .03;

hopelessness (b 5 20.27, SE 5 0.12, 95% CIs [20.52, 20.03]),

R2
b 5 .04; and effort (b 5 20.47, SE 5 0.12, 95% CIs [20.70,

20.24]), R2
b 5 .12. In contrast, participants reported less boredom

in the punished compared to the unpunished condition, (b 5 0.38,

SE 5 0.14, 95% CIs [0.10, 0.65]), R2
b 5 .06. Thus, our punishment

manipulation successfully induced variation across all self-report

dimensions, see Figure 2. However, it is also clear that punishment

had the largest influence on self-reported anxiety—note that the

lower bound of the 95% CIs for anxiety is higher than the upper

bound of the 95% CIs for all other self-report items.

Behavioral Data: Quadrant Level

Next, we investigated our primary topic of interest, the relationship

between self-reported experience and the behavioral implementa-

tion of cognitive control. For the sake of brevity, we only report

statistically significant effects in this section, with all model effects

(parameter estimates, standard errors, and confidence intervals)

summarized in Table 1.

Choice error rates. Indicating that our conflict manipulation was

successful, participants made more mistakes on high-conflict (M =
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23.6%, SE = 2.4) than low-conflict trials (M = 0.8%, SE 5 0.6),

(b 5 222.76, SE 5 1.93, 95% CIs [226.66, 218.85]), R2
b 5 .77.

Error rates also increased with increasing frustration (b 5 3.89,

SE 5 0.99, 95% CIs [1.93, 5.85]), R2
b 5 .12, while participants

became more accurate as they became more anxious (b 5 24.01,

SE 5 1.03, 95% CIs [26.04, 21.97]), R2
b 5 .11. Interestingly, we

also observed significant interactions between conflict level and

frustration (b 5 23.77, SE 5 1.02, 95% CIs [25.78, 21.75]),

R2
b 5 .10, and between conflict level and anxiety (b 5 4.02,

SE 5 1.06, 95% CIs [1.93, 6.11]), R2
b 5 .11. Follow-up simple

effects tests revealed that increasing frustration levels were associ-

ated with heightened error rates on high-conflict trials (b 5 3.89,

SE 5 0.99, 95% CIs [1.93, 5.86]), R2
b 5 .11, but not low-conflict

trials (b 5 0.13, SE 5 0.10, 95% CIs [20.07, 0.32]), R2
b 5 .01, see

Figure 3A. In contrast, identical tests revealed that high-conflict

error rates reduced as a function of increasing anxiety (b 5 24.01,

SE 5 1.03, 95% CIs [26.04, 21.97]), R2
b 5 .11, whereas anxiety

was not associated with low-conflict error rates (b 5 0.01,

SE 5 0.10, 95% CIs [20.19, 20.22]), R2
b <.01, see Figure 3A.

Thus, this initial model suggests that intraindividual variation in

frustration and anxiety have divergent relationships with high-

conflict error rates. Increasing frustration predicted increased high-

conflict error rates, whereas lower levels of anxiety were associated

with reduced high-conflict error rates.

We then entered the punishment factor into this model, calculat-

ing the additional main effect of punishment and the Punishment 3

Trial Type interaction. In this model, frustration predicted

increased error rates (b 5 3.86, SE 5 0.86, 95% CIs [2.25, 5.57]),

R2
b 5 .16, and this main effect interacted with conflict level,

(b 5 23.73, SE 5 0.90, 95% CIs [25.52, 21.94]), R2
b 5 .12. Con-

versely, no other effects involving self-reported emotion—includ-

ing the previously significant effects of anxiety—were present

when punishment was included in the model, see Figure 3B.

Importantly, we also observed that error rates decreased in the pun-

ished compared to the unpunished condition (b 5 24.81,

SE 5 0.78, 95% CIs [26.36, 23.26]), R2
b 5 .26, and that this main

effect interacted with conflict level, (b 5 4.74, SE 5 0.82, 95% CIs

[3.12, 6.35]), R2
b 5 .22, see Figure 3C. Follow-up simple effects

tests revealed that the punishment condition was associated with

significantly reduced error rates for high-conflict trials relative to

the unpunished condition (b 5 24.81, SE 5 0.78, 95% CIs [26.36,

23.26]), R2
b 5 .24. Conversely, error rates did not differ between

punishment conditions for low-conflict trials (b 5 20.07,

SE 5 0.90, 95% CIs [20.25, 0.10]), R2
b < .01.

Consequently, while the negative association between accuracy

and subjective frustration was statistically independent from the

punishment manipulation, the previously significant association

between anxiety and performance appeared to be statistically

dependent upon the punishment schedule. Indeed, punishment—

akin to anxiety in the prior model—was associated with a signifi-

cant reduction in error rates to high-conflict trials.

Mean RTs. Participants responded more slowly on high-conflict

(M 5 441 ms, SE 5 6) than low-conflict (M 5 335 ms, SE 5 6) tri-

als (b 5 2106.08, SE 5 4.86, 95% CIs [2115.89, 296.27]),

R2
b 5 .92, thus confirming that the conflict manipulation was suc-

cessful. Mean RTs also generally increased with increasing self-

reported boredom (b 5 8.11, SE 5 2.79, 95% CIs [2.58, 13.64]),

R2
b 5 .06. The main effect of conflict level further interacted with

frustration (b 5 213.19, SE 5 3.29, 95% CIs [219.70, 26.70]),

R2
b 5 .12, and anxiety (b 5 8.06, SE 5 3.41, 95% CIs [1.31,

14.80]), R2
b 5 .04. Follow-up simple effects tests revealed that the

interaction between conflict level and frustration was due to RT

speeding with increasing frustration for the frequent, low-conflict

trials (b 5 211.05, SE 5 2.23, 95% CIs [215.47, 26.63]),

R2
b 5 .11, but not for the infrequent, high-conflict trials, (b 5 2.13,

SE 5 2.56, 95% CIs [22.93, 7.19]), R2
b <.01. In contrast, RTs

became slower on low-conflict trials with increasing anxiety

(b 5 9.05, SE 5 2.31, 95% CIs [4.48, 13.63]), R2
b 5 .17, while anxi-

ety levels were not associated with high-conflict RTs (b 5 1.00

SE 5 2.65, 95% CIs [24.24, 6.24]), R2
b < .01. Thus, while frustra-

tion was associated with speeding of the prepotent response (i.e.,

low-conflict RT), anxiety co-occurred with slowing on the same

trials.

We then entered the punishment effects into this model as a

covariate, modeling both the main effect of punishment and the

Punishment 3 Trial Type interaction. In this extended model, the

main effect of boredom (b 5 8.54, SE 5 2.83, 95% CIs [2.93,

14.14]), R2
b 5 .09, and the interaction between frustration and trial

type were maintained (b 5 213.14, SE 5 3.25, 95% CIs [219.57,

26.71]), R2
b 5 .12.1 Finally, punishment also interacted with con-

flict level (b 5 5.87, SE 5 2.93, 95% CIs [0.06, 11.67]), R2
b 5 .03;

this was due to punishment driving increased RT slowing for the

low-conflict trials (b 5 8.07, SE 5 1.88, 95% CIs [4.34, 11.80]),

R2
b 5 .13, but not the high-conflict trials (b 5 2.20, SE 5 2.31, 95%

CIs [22.37, 6.77]), R2
b < .01. In contrast, no effects of anxiety—

main effect or interaction—were significant in this model, see

Table 1.

Considered together, the behavioral results (both RTs and error

rates) suggest that frustration and anxiety had divergent associa-

tions with response caution. Frustration predicted more careless

actions (faster and less accurate), while anxiety predicted increas-

ingly cautious (slower and more accurate) responses. Importantly,

all relationships between anxiety and performance were no longer

significant when analyses controlled for punishment, suggesting

that these changes in response caution were mainly attributable to

the punishment manipulation, rather than subjective anxiety per se.

ERP Data

We now turn our attention to the analyses of error-related ERPs

(CRN, ERN, DERN), investigating the potential phenomenological

correlates of early neurophysiological reactivity to errors. As with

prior analyses, we do not report the statistics for nonsignificant

Figure 2. Bar chart depicting mean experience ratings as a function of pun-

ishment condition. Error bars depict within-subject confidence intervals.

1. Follow-up simple effects test revealed an identical pattern of
results that occurred before punishment was entered into the model.
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effects in this section. Please refer to Table 2 for full model

statistics.

ERN. Indicating that we observed a reliable ERN, ERP amplitudes

were more negative following erroneous (M 5 218.87 lV;

SE 5 1.10) than accurate (M 5 22.45 lV; SE 5 0.40) performance

(b 5 16.00, SE 5 1.01, 95% CIs [13.97, 18.04]), R2
b 5 .86, see Fig-

ure 4. In contrast to the behavioral results, however, self-reported

phenomenology did not predict any ERPs results; see Table 2.2

In a second model, we tested the effect of punishment on per-

formance monitoring. We removed the subjective-report informa-

tion from this model as these ratings were not associated with the

neurophysiological results in the prior analyses. Interestingly, this

model revealed a significant main effect of punishment (b 5 2.94,

SE 5 1.10, 95% CIs [0.77, 5.12]), R2
b 5 .10. This effect was due to

ERP amplitudes being generally more negative for punished

(M 5 211.50 lV; SE 5 0.66) than unpunished blocks (M 5 29.84

lV; SE 5 0.66). The interaction between punishment and trial type

was also statistically significant, (b 5 22.22, SE 5 1.08, 95% CIs

[24.36, 20.08]), R2
b 5 .04. Simple effect tests revealed that the

effect of punishment created the largest increase in ERP magnitude

for the ERN (b 5 2.56, SE 5 1.09, 95% CIs [0.40, 4.72]), R2
b 5 .05,

and a smaller but still significant increase in amplitude for the

CRN (b 5 0.72, SE 5 0.28, 95% CIs [0.18, 1.27]), R2
b 5 .05; see

Figure 4.

DERN. As with the traditional ERN analyses, self-reported phe-

nomenology did not predict DERN scores; see Table 2. Secondly,

we modeled the effect of punishment alone on the DERN. This

model returned a significant main effect of punishment (b 5 2.32,

SE 5 1.10, 95% CIs [0.13, 4.51]), R2
b 5 .04, due to larger DERN

amplitudes in the punished (M 5 221.38 lV; SE 5 1.33, 95% CI)

than the unpunished (M 5 219.06 lV; SE 5 1.26) condition; see

Figure 4.

Thus, while subjective phenomenology did not predict variation

in any error-related ERP (ERN, DERN), both metrics demonstrated

significant effects of punishment. These results indicate that neural

monitoring processes are enhanced in the punished relative to the

unpunished condition.3

Table 1. Summary of MLM Results for the Quadrant-Level Analyses (Significant Results in Bold)

Reaction time Choice error rates

Model without punishment b SE 95% CIs R2
b b SE 95% CIs R2

b

Conflict level 2106.08 4.86 [2115.89, 296.27] .92 222.76 1.93 [226.66, 218.85] .77

Anxiety 1.00 2.65 [24.24, 6.24] .06 24.01 1.03 [26.04, 21.97] .11

Anxiety*Conflict level 8.06 3.41 [1.31, 14.80] .04 4.02 1.06 [1.93, 6.11] .11

Boredom 8.11 2.79 [2.58, 13.64] .06 0.92 1.08 [21.22, 3.07] < .01
Boredom*Conflict level 25.18 3.59 [212.29, 1.94] .02 21.00 1.11 [23.20,1.21] < .01
Effort 0.94 3.54 [26.07, 7.94] < .01 21.63 1.37 [24.35, 1.09] .02
Effort*Conflict level 0.71 4.56 [28.31, 9.74] < .01 1.38 1.41 [21.42, 4.17] < .01
Frustration 2.13 2.56 [22.92, 7.19] .05 3.89 0.99 [1.93, 5.85] .12

Frustration*Conflict level 213.19 3.29 [219.70, 26.70] .12 23.77 1.02 [25.78, 21.75] .10

Hopelessness 22.25 3.31 [28.81, 4.30] < .01 1.03 1.28 [21.51, 3.57] < .01
Hopelessness*Conflict level 20.09 4.26 [28.52, 8.34] < .01 21.15 1.32 [23.76, 1.46] < .01
Model including punishment b SE 95% CIs R2

b b SE 95% CIs R2
b

Conflict level 2106.08 4.86 [2115.89, 96.27] .92 222.80 1.93 [226.66, 218.85] .77

Anxiety 20.35 3.00 [26.29, 5.59] < .01 21.06 1.02 [23.08, 0.96] < .01
Anxiety*Conflict level 4.46 3.81 [23.09, 12.01] .01 1.12 1.06 [20.98, 3.22] < .01
Boredom 8.54 2.83 [2.93, 14.14] .09 20.01 0.96 [21.91,1.89] < .01
Boredom*Conflict level 24.04 3.60 [211.16, 3.08] .01 20.08 1.00 [22.06, 1.90] .01
Effort 0.95 3.54 [26.07, 7.96] < .01 21.65 1.20 [24.03, 0.73] .02
Effort*Conflict level 0.74 4.50 [28.17, 9.66] < .01 1.40 1.25 [21.08, 3.88] .01
Frustration 2.15 2.57 [22.91, 7.21] .05 3.86 0.86 [2.25, 5.57] .16

Frustration*Conflict level 213.14 3.25 [219.58, 26.71] .12 23.73 0.90 [25.52, 21.94] .12

Hopelessness 22.06 3.32 [28.63, 4.50] < .01 0.61 1.13 [21.61, 2.84] < .01
Hopelessness*Conflict level 0.42 4.21 [27.92, 8.77] < .01 20.74 1.73 [23.06, 1.59] < .01
Punishment 2.20 2.31 [22.37, 6.77] .09 24.81 0.78 [26.36, 23.26] .26

Punishment*Conflict level 5.87 2.93 [0.06, 11.67] .03 4.74 0.82 [3.12, 6.35] .22

2. In addition to the ERN, ERP studies of error monitoring also
reveal a broader component that peaks 200–400 ms after errors at parie-
tal electrodes. While this error positivity (Pe) been related to a number
of psychological processes, the component is most reliably associated
with conscious error awareness (cf. Wessel, 2012). We conducted a sup-
plementary analysis on the Pe (operationalized as the mean amplitude
200–400 ms after the response at Pz) using a MLM structure identical
to that used to analyze the ERN. In this model, we found a significant
main effect of trial type (b 5 212.56, SE 5 1.27, 95% CIs [215.11,
210.00]), R2

b 5 .71, that did not interact with any phenomenological
dimension. Additionally, there was a significant main effect of anxiety
(b 5 21.32, SE 5 0.59, 95% CIs [22.50, 20.14]), R2

b 5 .08, suggesting
that late ERP activity in general was reduced as subjective anxiety
increased. When punishment was included, there were no additional
new effects, including the main effect and interaction involving punish-
ment. Thus, as with the ERN, it appears that phenomenology did not
predict specific variation in error monitoring as indexed by the Pe.

3. Riesel et al. (2012) reported increased ERN amplitude with
increasing trait anxiety. Therefore, it might be suggested that punish-
ment will interact with subjective experience to predict ERN amplitude.
However, when we ran additional analyses to test for this hypothesis,
the interaction between subjective anxiety and punishment predicted nei-
ther the amplitude of the ERN (b 5 20.68, SE 5 1.17), 95% CIs
[23.00, 1.64] nor DERN (b 5 21.75, SE 5 1.20), 95% CIs [24.12,
0.62]. No other interactions between other aspects of subjective experi-
ence (hopelessness, effort, frustration, or boredom) and punishment level
predicted either the ERN or DERN. Thus, in the current data, we did
not find evidence that subjective experience interacts with punishment
condition to differentially predict neural error monitoring.
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Figure 3. Line graphs depicting effects of punishment, frustration, and anxiety on percentage error rates. A: The effect of frustration (black) and anxi-

ety (blue) on error rates without punishment as a covariate. B: The effect of frustration and nonsignificant effect of anxiety on error rates with punish-

ment as a covariate. C: The effect of punishment on error rates. Subjective rating values 1 SD above and below the mean (zero due to centering) were

used to generate the estimated marginal means.

Table 2. Summary of MLM Results for the ERP Analyses (Significant Results in Bold)

ERPs by trial type DERN

Model without punishment b SE 95% CIs R2
b b SE 95% CIs R2

b

Trial type 16.00 1.01 [13.97, 18.04] .86

Anxiety 20.21 0.80 [21.79, 1.37] < .01 20.2 0.78 [21.75, 1.35] < .01
Anxiety*Trial type 20.03 0.78 [21.58, 1.51] < .01
Boredom 20.90 0.82 [22.52, 0.73] < .01 20.22 0.44 [21.09, 0.65] < .01
Boredom*Trial type 1.04 0.80 [20.55, 2.64] .02
Effort 21.58 1.10 [23.75, 0.60] .02 21.34 1.01 [23.35, 0.66] .02
Effort*Trial type 1.61 1.07 [20.52, 3.74] .02
Frustration 0.79 0.77 [20.74, 2.31] .01 1.05 0.75 [20.43, 2.54] .02
Frustration*Trial type 0.69 0.75 [22.19, 0.80] < .01
Hopelessness 20.12 1.00 [22.10, 1.87] < .01 20.13 0.96 [22.03, 1.78] < .01
Hopelessness*Trial type 20.02 0.98 [21.96, 1.92] < .01
Model including punishment b SE 95% CIs R2

b b SE 95% CIs R2
b

Trial type 17.26 1.19 [14.89, 19.63] .86

Punishment 2.94 1.1 [0.77, 5.12] .10 2.32 1.1 [0.13, 4.51] .04

Punishment*Trial type 22.22 1.08 [24.36, 20.08] .04
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Block-Level Analyses of Behavioral Data

Next, we analyzed the behavioral data at the level of the block (12

repeated measures) rather than quadrant (four repeated measures)

to maximize the amount of within-participant variation in subjec-

tive experience in our data. Here, we only detail novel effects that

arose at the block-level analysis that were not apparent at the quad-

rant level. However, full model statistics are presented in Table 3.

Unless otherwise stated, simple effects tests of interactions that

were also significant at the quadrant level of analysis revealed the

same pattern of statistical significance at the block level.

Choice error rates. An initial model—not including punishment

as a factor—revealed results that were highly similar to those

observed at the quadrant resolution (significant main effects: con-

flict level, anxiety, frustration; significant interactions: Conflict

Level 3 Anxiety, Conflict Level 3 Frustration); see Table 3 for

details. Interestingly, the block-level analysis also revealed a num-

ber of effects that were not apparent in the subsection analyses.

Increases in self-reported effort were associated with reduced over-

all error rates (b 5 22.81, SE 5 0.75, 95% CIs [24.27, 21.34]),

R2
b 5 .03, and this main effect further interacted with conflict level

(b 5 2.69, SE 5 0.77, 95% CIs [1.19, 4.19]), R2
b 5 .03. Follow-up

simple effects tests revealed that this was due to increasing effort

predicting reduced error rates on high-conflict trials (b 5 22.81,

SE 5 0.75, 95% CIs [24.27, 21.34]), R2
b 5 .03, whereas low-

conflict trials were not associated with subjective effort

(b 5 20.12, SE 5 0.80, 95% CIs [20.21, 0.06]), R2
b < .01. Finally,

choice error rates also increased with increasing self-reported

hopelessness (b 5 1.85, SE 5 0.64, 95% CIs [0.58, 3.12]),

R2
b 5 .02, and this effect further interacted with conflict level

(b 5 21.92, SE 5 0.66, 95% CIs [23.22, 20.62]), R2
b 5 .02, due

to increasing error rates on high-conflict trials (b 5 1.85,

SE 5 0.64, 95% CIs [0.58, 3.11]), R2
b 5 .02, but not low-conflict

trials, (b 5 20.07, SE 5 0.07, 95% CIs [20.21, 0.06]), R2
b < .01,

with elevated levels of subjective hopelessness.4

Next, we added punishment to this model. As with the previous

analyses, all effects involving subjective anxiety were no longer

significant, while the main effects of effort, hopelessness, punish-

ment, and frustration, as well as the interactions between conflict

level and frustration, effort, hopelessness, and punishment

remained significant in this model; see Figure 5.

In summary, this block-level analysis largely replicated the

results from the quadrant-level resolution, and found additional

effects of hopelessness and effort on choice error rates. More spe-

cifically, while high-conflict error rates increased as a function of

increasing within-subject hopelessness, subjective effort predicted

reduced error rates on these infrequent, control-demanding trials.

Mean RT. As with the prior analyses, the initial phenomenology-

focused model revealed main effects of conflict level and boredom,

in addition to interactions between conflict level and both frustra-

tion and anxiety; see Table 1. Conflict level also interacted with

subjective boredom (b 5 23.94, SE 5 1.89, 95% CIs [27.65,

20.22]), R2
b 5 .01. This was due to longer RTs with increasing

subjective levels of boredom on high-conflict (b 5 4.20, SE 5 1.63,

95% CIs [1.00, 7.40]), R2
b =.01, but not low-conflict trials

(b 5 0.27, SE 5 1.17, 95% CIs [22.04, 2.57]), R2
b <.01.

We then added the punishment factor to the model; all previous

effects remained significant, with the exception of main effects and

interaction involving anxiety, and the interaction between conflict

level and boredom. As with the quadrant-level analysis, this model

also revealed a main effect of punishment, which further interacted

with conflict level; see Table 3.

As with the choice error rates, these block-level analyses largely

replicated the RT effects observed at the quadrant level, with one

additional interaction between self-reported boredom and conflict

level. As this novel interaction was only significant in a single

model, and was no longer apparent when we accounted for punish-

ment, this interaction is not discussed further. More interestingly,

however, we observed no effects of hopelessness or effort on RT

performance. Thus, the earlier association between these phenome-

nological experiences and choice error rates cannot be accounted

for by a simple speed-accuracy trade-off, and, instead, most likely

reflect variation in the execution of inhibitory control.

Discussion

We investigated the phenomenology of performance monitoring

and cognitive control. Interestingly, effective and ineffective

Figure 4. Response-locked ERPs depicted at electrode FCz. Upper: ERPs

are depicted as a function of trial type (CRN: dashed lines, ERN: solid

lines) and punishment condition (unpunished: black lines, punished: blue

lines). Lower: DERN is depicted as a function of punishment.

4. The temporal dynamics of these effects could also be investigated
by predicting current performance from the experience reported on the
previous block. Such an analysis might give insight into the causal rela-
tionship between emotion and control (e.g., does anxiety on the previous
block predict increased control on the current block?). However, when
we conducted this analysis, we did not find that previous block experi-
ence predicted choice error rates when we controlled for experience on
the current trial. Thus, the experience reported for the current block is a
better predictor of current block performance than the emotion that
relates to the previous block, and we acknowledge the correlational—
rather than directional—nature of our results.
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cognitive control were associated with divergent subjective experi-

ences. Across both resolutions of experiential analysis (i.e., quad-

rant and block level), increased subjective frustration was

associated with behavior dominated by the prepotent response

tendency, while anxiety demonstrated the opposite profile, accom-

panying elevated response caution. When analyses accounted for

changes in experience at the lowest temporal resolution available

in our data (i.e., at the block level), subjective effort predicted

increased inhibitory control, while hopelessness was associated

with poorer regulation of the prepotent response tendency. Clari-

fying the nature of these phenomenological correlates of control,

frustration, effort, and hopelessness—but not anxiety—predicted

performance after controlling for the effects of punishment. In

contrast, while punishment increased neurophysiological reactivity

to errors (DERN), our ERP results were not associated with self-

reported phenomenology.

Phenomenology of Control Implementation

Our results contribute to emerging views that affect and motivation

are closely related to variation in cognitive control (Braver et al.,

2014; Inzlicht et al., 2015; Pessoa, 2009; Saunders, Milyavskaya, &

Inzlicht, 2015). Most significantly, while existing studies have pro-

posed that control-demanding situations are negatively valenced

(Aarts et al., 2013; Botvinick, 2007; Dreisbach & Fisher, 2012), our

results indicate that experiences with shared valence predict differ-

ent aspects of control implementation. Thus, as with emotional

experience more broadly (Barrett, 2013), our results suggest that

feelings arising during controlled performance are both heterogene-

ous and related to the objective efficacy of goal-directed actions.

Fluctuating anxiety was more strongly related to our punish-

ment manipulation than any other experience. Indeed, the initial

positive association between anxiety levels and inhibitory control

was subsumed by an analogous effect of punishment in a second

model. This shared variance between punishment, control, and anx-

ious phenomenology is highly consistent with the putative neuro-

psychology of anxiety. In particular, anxiety has been related to an

adaptive mechanism termed the Behavioral Inhibition System

(BIS; Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Here, anxiety is born out of

conflicts either between (e.g., approach vs. avoid) or within (e.g.,

approach vs. approach) motivational orientations (see also Corr,

2008; Hirsh, Mar, & Peterson, 2012). Anxiety might arise when an

organism experiences conflict between the desire to approach a sit-

uation (e.g., perform the control task well) and the urge to avoid a

source of threat (e.g., avoid the aversive sound blast). In such

Figure 5. Line graphs depicting error rates in the block-level analyses

as a function of effort (green solid line), frustration (black short dash),

and hopelessness (purple long dash) while controlling for the effects of

punishment. Subjective rating values 1 SD above and below the mean

(zero due to centering) were used to generate estimated marginal means.

Table 3. Summary of MLM Results for the Block-Level Analyses (Significant Results in Bold)

Reaction time Choice error rates

Model without punishment b SE 95% CIs R2
b b SE 95% CIs R2

b

Conflict level 2106.52 4.85 [2116.31, 296.73] .92 222.85 1.95 [226.78, 218.92] .77

Anxiety 20.40 1.59 [23.52, 2.72] < .01 22.33 0.54 [23.39, 21.27] .04

Anxiety*Conflict level 4.45 1.84 [0.83, 8.07] .01 2.32 0.56 [1.23, 3.41] .04

Boredom 4.20 1.63 [1.00, 7.41] .01 0.33 0.55 [20.76, 1.41] < .01
Boredom*Conflict level 23.94 1.89 [27.65, 20.22] .01 20.34 0.57 [21.46, 0.78] < .01
Effort 20.68 2.19 [24.98, 3.63] < .01 22.81 0.75 [24.27, 21.34] .03

Effort*Conflict level 1.48 2.54 [23.51, 6.47] < .01 2.69 0.77 [1.19, 4.19] .03

Frustration 2.47 1.41 [20.29, 5.23] < .01 3.82 0.48 [2.88, 4.76] .13

Frustration*Conflict level 27.57 1.63 [210.78, 24.37] .05 23.78 0.49 [24.74, 22.81] .11

Hopelessness 0.10 1.91 [23.65, 3.85] < .01 1.85 0.64 [0.58, 3.12] .02

Hopelessness*Conflict level 20.92 2.21 [25.26, 3.42] < .01 21.92 0.66 [23.22, 20.62] .02

Model including punishment b SE 95% CIs R2
b b SE 95% CIs R2

b
Conflict level 2106.53 4.85 [2116.33, 96.74] .92 222.86 1.95 [226.79, 218.93] .77

Anxiety 21.04 1.72 [24.41, 2.33] < .01 20.47 0.54 [21.52, 0.58] < .01
Anxiety*Conflict level 2.10 1.97 [21.78, 5.97] < .01 0.48 0.56 [20.61, 1.57] < .01
Boredom 4.42 1.64 [1.19, 7.66] .02 20.31 0.51 [21.32, 0.70] < .01
Boredom*Conflict level 23.14 1.89 [26.85, 0.58] < .01 0.28 0.53 [20.76, 1.32] < .01
Effort 20.80 2.19 [25.11, 3.51] < .01 22.43 0.69 [23.78, 21.08] .03

Effort*Conflict level 1.00 2.52 [23.95, 5.95] < .01 2.32 0.71 [0.92, 3.71] .02

Frustration 2.45 1.41 [20.31, 5.21] < .01 3.86 0.44 [2.99, 4.73] .15

Frustration*Conflict level 27.63 1.61 [210.80, 24.46] .05 23.82 0.45 [24.71, 22.93] .13

Hopelessness 0.14 1.91 [23.61, 3.88] < .01 1.72 0.59 [0.56, 2.89] .02

Hopelessness*Conflict level 20.76 2.18 [25.05, 3.53] < .01 21.8 0.61 [23.00, 20.60] .02

Punishment 1.78 1.82 [21.79, 5.36] .04 25.21 0.57 [26.33, 24.09] .16

Punishment*Conflict level 6.59 2.09 [2.48, 10.69] .02 5.16 0.59 [4.00, 6.31] .14
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situations—where neither motivational drive can be completely

satisfied—BIS putatively drives increased attention and arousal, as

well as the downregulation of prepotent responding (Gray &

McNaughton, 2000). Thus, our results are consistent with a view

that anxiety and punishment sensitivity arise out of a common

motivational locus, intimately related to reducing impulsive

responses.

In contrast to threat-related phenomena (i.e., self-reported anxi-

ety and external punishment), self-reported frustration was associ-

ated with less goal-conducive, impulsive behaviors. As an emotion,

frustration is characterized by a lack of gratification and a number

of impulsive tendencies that can be viewed as the antithesis of self-

regulation, such as interpersonal aggression (Berkowitz, 1989;

Bushman et al., 2014; Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998). While it is

unlikely that our participants experienced the acute frustration asso-

ciated with aggression, it seems parsimonious to suggest that frus-

tration might be closely linked to motivational states related to

impulsive behaviors across multiple domains, such as RT speeding,

yielding to prepotent responses and aggression.

At the block-level, subjective effort and hopelessness predicted

improved and impaired inhibitory control, respectively. As these

experiences did not predict RTs, the results are not attributable to a

speed-accuracy trade-off. Interestingly, feelings of hopelessness

have been associated with the adequate ability to define goals,

combined with a real or perceived inability to execute goal-

relevant behaviors (Hadley & MacLeod, 2010; Melges & Bowlby,

1969). For example, a dieter who sets the goal to lose weight may

experience hopelessness if he/she feels unable to resist unhealthy

temptations. Therefore, the observed reduction in inhibitory control

is consistent with the putative motivational implications of hope-

lessness, and also accords with previous suggestions that perceived

self-efficacy (Bandura, 1982) and beliefs about the capacity to

implement control (Job, Dweck, & Walton, 2010) are associated

with goal achievement. Conversely, inhibitory control improved

when participants reported increased effort. Considered together,

these findings suggest that individuals develop a strong sense of

the effectiveness of actions, and that these feelings are systemati-

cally associated with objective measures of control.

Negative Affect and Performance Monitoring

Our ERP results replicate previous findings that the threat of pun-

ishment by a primary reinforcer leads to increased performance

monitoring (cf. Riesel et al., 2012) and, more generally, that the

ERN reflects the subjective value of performance (e.g., Endrass

et al., 2010; Hajcak, Moser, Yeung, & Simons, 2005; Legault &

Inzlicht, 2013; Pailing & Segalowitz, 2004; St€urmer, Nigbur,

Schacht, & Sommer, 2011; Wiswede, M€unte, & R€usseler, 2009).

Unlike overt behavior, however, the ERN was not associated with

any specific phenomenology. This finding differs from recent find-

ings that the ACC is sensitive to both performance monitoring and

phenomenology during control (Spunt et al., 2012). While several dif-

ferences existed between the previous study and our own, dissimilar-

ities between the EEG and fMRI signal perhaps represent the largest

discrepancy between investigations. While the fMRI signal develops

over a number of seconds, potentially reflecting slowly developing

cognitive processes (Logothetis, 2008), ERPs reflect rapidly occur-

ring neural signals, phase-locked to the event of interest. The ERN in

particular dissipates very soon after mistakes, potentially preceding

conscious error awareness (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2001). Thus, the

fMRI signal is perhaps sensitive to slower emotion-related activity

that does not develop within the short time course of the ERN.

From our results alone, however, it is likely inaccurate to sug-

gest that early neural monitoring is not sensitive to affect, as sev-

eral studies have reported associations between the ERN and

canonically affective phenomena, such as affective priming (Aarts

et al., 2013), the misattribution of arousal (Inzlicht & Al-Khindi,

2012), cognitive reappraisal of emotion (Hobson, Saunders, Al-

Khindi, & Inzlicht, 2014), or the induction of short-term negative

affect (Wiswede, M€unte, Goschke, & R€usseler, 2009). Thus, the

ERN may reflect an initial evaluation that determines whether

actions are “good” or “bad,” without containing the richer informa-

tion that manifests later as consciously accessible experience.

Integration of Emotion, Phenomenology, and Cognitive

Control

It is also important to consider how our phenomenological results

can be integrated with existing affective and computational

accounts of control. First, it should be noted that affective, compu-

tational, and phenomenological accounts need not be mutually

exclusive (cf. Koban & Pourtois, 2014; Shackman et al., 2012).

However, as computational, affective, and phenomenological

results occupy varying levels of analytical specificity (see also

Spunt et al., 2012), it is important to ask what a comprehensive

account of control (i.e., one that recognizes all levels of analysis)

might look like. Recently, it has been proposed that such integra-

tion might be achieved by considering control in light of the basic

psychological and biological components that putatively underlie

emotion (Inzlicht et al., 2015). Here, so-called basic emotions (frus-

tration, anxiety, and so on) emerge from the combined activity of

several more elemental processes, such as core affect (i.e., valence

and arousal), emotional expressions, physiology, cognitive proc-

esses (e.g., attribution, appraisal), and subjective experience (cf.

Barrett, 2006; Coan, 2010; Russell, 2003).

Indeed, mounting evidence suggests that similar core processes

are apparent in cognitive control. First, while the computational

starting point for control might remain the detection of conflict

(Botvinick et al., 2001), this conflict appears to be negatively

valenced (Aarts et al., 2013; Driesbach & Fisher, 2012) and is

accompanied by increased peripheral arousal (e.g., Hajcak et al.,

2003). Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that control is sys-

tematically modulated by established cognitive moderators of emo-

tion (Hobson et al., 2014; Inzlicht & Al-Khindi, 2012) and

individual differences that increase or decrease the ability to moni-

tor internal affective signals (de Galan, Sellaro, Colzato, & Hom-

mel, 2014; Teper & Inzlicht, 2013). Thus, rather than challenging

the cognitive architecture of control, our results suggest that differ-

ent behavioral outcomes arising from these central control mecha-

nisms (e.g., ineffective inhibitory control, reduced response

caution) are accompanied by divergent subjective experiences

(e.g., hopelessness, frustration). Crucially, this suggestion is con-

sistent with views that control and emotion both are emergent fea-

tures of common processes that underlie goal-directed action (cf.

Inzlicht et al., 2015).

Our phenomenological analyses should be considered with an

important caveat: we are currently unable to address the causal

relationship between experience and control. At present, it seems

parsimonious to suggest that control-related experiences are associ-

ated with motivational states that either help or hinder perform-

ance. However, due to the correlational nature of our data, it is

unclear whether feelings initiate a given task orientation (e.g., frus-

tration drives reduced caution), or if phenomenological experiences

emerge as a consequence of behavioral efficacy or changes in
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motivational state (e.g., ineffective control leads to increased hope-

lessness). As varying accounts of the functionality of emotions are

present across affective science (e.g., Barrett, 2013; Ekman, 1992;

Keltner & Gross, 1999; Levenson, 1994; Russell, 2003), this chal-

lenge is certainly not unique to the current study. However, one

important question for future research might be to examine the

functional significance of subjective experiences in control. For

example, will different behavioral outcomes arise when task con-

texts promote frustration, hopelessness, or anxiety?

Limitations and Future Directions

Our study has several limitations that merit consideration. First, our

participants reported subjective experience after every block. While

this allowed us to track fluctuating experience with greater fidelity

than the one-off administration of a self-report scale, our procedure

nevertheless measured fluctuations in feelings at the resolution of

minutes, rather than seconds or milliseconds. Future research might

benefit from measuring control-related experience at a finer tempo-

ral resolution, perhaps even at the level of a single trial. However,

while such a procedure has an intuitive appeal, pragmatic concerns

limit the ability to measure highly transient experiential states by

explicit self-report. As noted by Spunt et al. (2012), having partici-

pants report their affective experience at the single trial level would

be highly disruptive to ongoing performance. Thus, the temporal

resolution of subjective reporting in the current study was deter-

mined to balance temporal sensitivity with the ability to generate

reliable control measures.

Second, while our study is the first to demonstrate that within-

participant variation in affect tracks inhibitory control, further

experiential analyses could use phenomenological analyses to

advance both theoretical and individual difference accounts of con-

trol. For example, in addition to the inhibitory control measures

operationalized in the current study, online control adjustments are

observed in the form of trial-to-trial conflict adaptation (Gratton,

Coles, & Donchin, 1992) and post-error slowing (Rabbitt & Rodg-

ers, 1977). As these sequential effects are suggested to arise from a

single conflict-control loop (Botvinick et al., 2001), future research

might test if these control phenomena are associated with a com-

mon subjective experience. Finally, various psychopathologies

have also been associated with changes in cognitive control and

performance monitoring (e.g., Saunders & Jentzsch, 2014; Wein-

berg et al., 2012; Zeier, Baskin-Sommers, Hiatt Racer, & Newman,

2012), with alterations in emotional processing identified as a can-

didate mechanism through which these changes in cognitive con-

trol might arise (e.g., Roiser & Sahakian, 2012). Thus, future

research tracking within participant phenomenology during control

performance might provide useful insights into these maladaptive

processes in clinical samples.

Conclusion

The results of the current study indicate not only that controlled

performance is associated with a number of different feelings, but

also that divergent subjective experiences predict effective and

ineffective aspects of control, including variation in response cau-

tion (i.e., anxiety and frustration) and the exertion of inhibitory

control (i.e., subjective effort and hopelessness). These results pro-

vide a more nuanced account of the relationship between emotional

processing and cognitive control, promising that the continued

investigation of phenomenology might shed light on so-called emo-

tion-cognition interactions across multiple domains in psychologi-

cal science.
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